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Ever since adolescence, Di Carlo’s CV has
been a continual training ground. Class of
1974, he was basically born in a laboratory:
his parents owned a pasticceria in Rome,
which was sold at the start of 2000. And so,
after classes, workshops and competitions,

Leo, a populariser by nature, with a healthy
sense of irony and humour, decided to dedi-
cate himself to consulting, which was based
not only on his knowledge of shop life, but
also on time dedicated to study, reading, tra-
vel, experimentation, and a comparison bet-

ween Italian colleagues and foreign ones.
This requires time, making it difficult to run
a workshop effectively. This is the basic
choice that distinguishes Leonardo, who has
an impressive past with numerous significant
titles to his name, such as third place at the

A QUESTION
OF NUMBERS
The mathematical science of confectionery has been around for
centuries, as can be seen by Leonardo Di Carlo’s daily work,
during which he listens to colleagues and works hard to encode
every method, ingredient, and request
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Coupe du Monde of Lyons in 2001, during
which he also won the prize for best chocolate
dessert, and 1st place at the UIPGC World
Championship 2004.

Through direct consulting and training
courses, are you able to measure yourself
against many colleagues: what do you feel
on a professional level?
Most of all, that the pastry chef wants increa-
singly to become a culturally prepared profes-
sional with regards ingredients, in-depth
knowledge of raw materials, and recipe proce-
dures. In short, he wants more than just the
usual recipe; he wants technical knowledge too.

Tell us of the most common questions.
Simplicity, rationality and goodness: most col-
leagues require these three things to be able
to take on the logistical organisation of the wor-
kshop, demotivated staff, poor technical kno-
wledge of the product, all geared towards
obtaining simple and good products that are
easy and fast to make for all workers.

What weaknesses do you come across
most?
The young, with their enthusiasm for every-
thing related to aesthetics, tend to neglect the
basics, which are a key aspect if you want to
develop as a professional. Never let things go
to your head and always seek to learn, no
matter how old you are. Knowing how to make
a good sponge cake or pastry is much more
important that the beautiful artistic presenta-
tion of a dish or cake.

What are your most frequent rewards?
Feedback is almost always positive and usually
customers call me back after a few days to tell
me what happened after the consultation. The
best thing they can tell me is that we hit the
bull’s-eye and especially that the products pre-
sented were appreciated by the customers.

Do you believe in confectionery as a
science, an idea already known in the
1800s?
Confectionery is based on numbers and per-
centages. I know there is a rule for every-
thing, and that is why I am looking for them.
It is important to know the end sweetness of
a recipe, to understand its feasibility, the per-

centage of fat, eggs, yeast... everything must
be weighed out at the start. Just reading a
recipe you get an intuitive feel if it will turn out
balanced, but you must know how to do it.
After all, the simpler the recipe the more the
product will be sold.

So you develop the concept of recipes
while clearing the myth of secret formu-
las, right?
The recipe is secondary and is not the main
part of the consultancy (you can email it). I call
them technical cards because I list all details
such as cooking, depending on the client's
oven, average weights, duration, packaging,
storage... For me the recipe is worth nothing
when compared to the transmission of kno-
wledge and the motivation of staff.

Regardless of international trends, how do
you see the future of the sector?
I am a positive thinker, although right now we
need a good dose of extra optimism. I believe
that those who invest in quality raw materials
and keeping up to date, in order to offer qua-
lity and original products, through testing and
appropriate laboratory organization, will come
out a winner. Those who seek to save, while
offering a poor display, lacking any ability to ge-
nerate the impulse buy, are destined to suffer
because the clientele will not keep an artisan
company alive on price alone.

Looking ahead, what are the techniques
used little today that will be able to make
a difference?
Surely rationalization in production, or being
able to make a versatile semi-finished product.
For example: I study a baked dough that I will
combine with different types of fillings or top-
pings of different tastes. Storing it in the best
hygienic conditions, helped by the technology
of the cold chain, I can work quietly, offering a
wide range of products and have time to expe-
riment with new ones.

Will the future of the sector see increasing
synergy between sweet, cooking, and ge-
lato: what do you envisage and how do
you interpret this?
Very good synergy, but we must never impro-
vise. Each combination requires a previous
study, whereby it is tested and then offered to
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customers, providing the right knowledge to
grasp even the most delicate of details.

With recipes, are you more for tradition
or for a fusion of foreign cultures?
Usually my recipes contain a lot of tradition
and, especially when I have to present a
sweet abroad, I let all my Italian culture
come out.
But I do not disdain a foreign recipe; I might
modify it with more Italian tastes, but I am
happy to make cakes of other nations in my
classes: it is like giving bits of culture from
another country to people who can not tra-
vel or can only take these recipes from
books.

What does understanding a recipe and
making it your own mean for you?
Having my recipe understood is one of my
primary objectives. Only once it is under-
stood can it be worked on. My mission is to
convey knowledge, so every new recipe of
mine becomes that of my colleagues if I am

able to adapt it to their way of working.
“The true essence of knowledge, once you
have it, is to convey it": Confucius and I were
of like mind!

What philosophy are your restaurant

desserts based on?
Since I started as a pastry chef, I like to see
what I can take from confectionery and
place on a plate, without falling into the easy
mistake of using a monoportion with the
usual sauce. In terms of flavours and consi-
stency it is important that there are at least
three contrasts. For me the plate is a canvas
on which the chef, like the painter, applies
his imagination. I can not deny that many in-
spirations come to me while travelling, loo-
king at or tasting new products.

What is the difference between lab and
kitchen?
Catering gives a more open vision: the cook
has different ingredients such as oil, vinegar
and olives, which in confectionery are nor-
mally used for savoury products. Not only in
terms of ingredients, but also with regards
presentation, plated desserts offers more
possibilities. For example, for some of the
desserts I use a wall tile instead of a plate,
an airtight jar for a glassed sweet, a plate of

Strawberry fresh mint & pine nut compote
water g 100

caster sugar g 250
strawberries g 650
fresh mint g 12
pine nuts g 60

lemon juice g 25
Cook sugar with water at 140°C, add sliced strawberries and fresh mint
leavers, stir delicately and allo to cook for approx. 10-15 minutes. Then
add pine nuts and lemon juice. Keep in the refrigerator in a jam jar or in a
vacuum-sealed container.

Vanilla & caramel sauce
caster sugar g 250

water g 200
vanilla bean no. 1/2

Dry cook the sugar a bit at a time, add the vanilla bean and gradually add
boiling water. Put back on the stove and allow to reduce to the desired
consistency. Keep in an airtight container.

Light panna cotta
fresh full fat milk g 200

vanilla bean no. 1
fresh single cream 35% g 500

caster sugar g 85
gelatine g 18

semi whipped cream g 250
Put gelatine into cold water. Heat single cream with sugar, milk and vanilla
bean. add gelatine and allow to melt. At the end add semi-whipped cream.
Use and refrigerate.

Lemon crunch
Muscovado sugar g 125

ground toasted hazelnuts g 125
finely grated lemon zest g 8

butter g 125
flour g 125

Combine all ingredients. Roll mixture between two sheets of grease proof
paper. The mixture should be 3 mm thick. Bake at 150°C until dark brown.
Allow to cool, then place into a chopper and chop. Keep in an airtight
container in a dry place.

Assembly
Pour a layer of strawberry, fresh mint and pine nut compote into a glass,
top with lemon crunch to one side. Fill with light panna cotta and vanilla
caramel sauce. Decorate with a thin layer of dark chocolate and a dehy-
drated strawberry.

PANNA COTTA MY WAY

4
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Hot whiskey with orange honey
orange honey g 150

whiskey g 450
Combine both ingredients and heat to 70°C, pour immediately into a
glass.

Sbrisolona (crumbly cake)
flour g 400

stone-ground maize
cake flour g 100

caster sugar g 300
butter g 350

finely chopped almonds g 300
egg yolks no. 4

baking powder g 3
grated lemon zest g 6

vanilla bean no. 1
table salt g 2

Combine all ingredients. The mixture should not be consistent in texture.
Shape into rolls and freeze. Place in a chopper and chop evenly. Spread
on steel moulds (8 cm. diametro), press gently and bake at 150°C (open
valve) until golden brown.

Light chantilly cream with cacao beans and vanilla
cacao beans g 125

fresh cream 35% g 550
vanilla bean no. 1

gelatine g 7
Ivoire chocolate g 375

Heat cacao beans in the oven at 150°-160°C for 10 minutes. Bring milk
and vanilla bean to a boil, then incorporate the hot cacao beans and allow
to infuse for approx. 10 minutes. Sieve and check the weight of the initial
milk, add gelatine and pour slowly onto partially melted chocolate. Mix
with a flexible spatula until mixture becomes shiny and smooth. Place in a
refrigerator at +4°C. The next day place into a planetary mixer and whip
gently with mixing beaters.

Espresso coffee cream
fresh full fat milk g 1.000
espresso coffee g 620
fresh cream 35% g 600

low fat milk powder g 190
dextrose g 420

invert sugar g 55
caster g 190

gelato stabilizer g 18

Mix and heat milk espresso coffee, cream, milk powder and dextrose.
When at 40°C add remaining ingredients and cook to 85°C. Cool quic-
kly to +4°C and place in a refrigerator for 6-12. Place in the gelato maker,
then pour into steel moulds till 2 cm thick. Allow to harden in a blast chil-
ler. Cut into 2.5x7.5 cm tectangles, insert the stick and put back in the
blast chiller. Melt the dark chocolate & salted peanut coating, then coat the
gelato completely. Keep at -18°C.

Leonardo Di Carlo

www.leonardodicarlo.com

SBRISOLONA is a typical cake from North Italy,

made of sugar and almonds as basic ingredients. The

name describes its consistency hard and crumbly.

refractory stone that keeps the heat, and
other containers with special shapes.

What are your favourite ingredients?
First of all olive oil, which I often use instead
of butter. I also make an olive-oil based short
pastry, adopting special practices such as
preparing the dough between two sheets of
baking paper, given that its consistency
makes it much harder to work than a tradi-
tional pastry. Other ingredients that I like are
dried fruit (hazelnuts, almonds) and che-
stnuts. In general I prefer Italian ingredients,
but with a very personal touch.

What are the biggest problems a chef
faces in preparing a dessert?
Time, which is always missing, and also
space, which is usually insufficient.

Do you want to give any advice?
Use high quality raw materials. If you have a
basic knowledge and good raw materials
you can achieve whatever you want. Clearly
you also need to take care over presenta-
tion; for some this may come naturally, for
others it is more difficult.

Can you give us a final suggestion.
I have no secret. My strength is that I love
what I do. Coming back to Confucius: “If you
love what you do, it will never be work”.

Livia Chiriotti

“Beauty passes
but taste remains,

which is what makes
the customer

come back for more”


